Flat Traveling Cable
BROAD IN-STOCK OFFERING PLUS A CUSTOM MANUFACTURING CAPABILITY

Draka offers a complete flat traveling cable portfolio with products
that are comparable in quality to our industry-standard Super-Flex®
round traveling cables.

Draka also offers a complete selection of flat cable hangers for both
supported and unsupported cables.

Draka can manufacture any popular configuration of flat cable; parallel, supported parallel and supported unitized in metric and imperial
dimensions.

Doing whatever it takes to be your supplier
At Draka, we are here to exceed the customer’s expectations. Whatever your needs, Draka is ready to be your cable solution provider,
round or flat.

Along with Draka quality, we offer aggressive pricing, especially when
compared to European competition with the favorable euro/dollar
exchange rate.

Total custom manufacturing capability
Our flat cables can start with an engineering drawing, a quick sketch
or something as simple as a phone call from a customer.

Standard configurations
Draka already manufactures a wide variety of flat cables that meet
NEC ETP standards. These include conductors in parallel and unitized
conductor arrays that support power, signal and CCTV transmission.

Draka then takes your input and builds a cable from the same quality
components as our Super-Flex round traveling cables. These unitized
subunits may include any of the cable types shown here.

Custom capability
Draka also offers an extensive custom capability. We’ll start with your
specifications, such as power and signal conductors sized in mm2 or AWG,
with colored and/or printed identification to aid installation. Coaxial cables,
shielded pairs, even fiber optic subunits can be built in as well.
We can either modify existing designs to fit your needs or create the
tooling necessary to build your custom cable.

Draka also offers a wide portfolio of flat traveling cables meeting all
pertinent EN, NEC, UL and CSA standards.
Flat cable components may include:
Steel support members
Power conductors (either in mm2 or AWG)
Signal conductors (either in mm2 or AWG)
Shielded twisted pairs
Coax and fiber optics
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We go the extra mile (or kilometer)
Once made, the cable can be shipped as a full reel or in cut-to-length
spools. We also offer a complete connectorization service complemented with full installation kits and an unparalleled logistics
network for fast delivery both domestically and globally.
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